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Rationale. •-Much has been written on the subject of evaluating
teacher effectiveness. George Brain pointed out in N. E. A. Journal
that probably no aspect of education has been discussed with greater
frequency, with as much deep concern, or by more educators and
citizens than has that of teacher effectiveness. The philosophy of
many authoris expressing their views on teacher effectiveness in
regards to the definition of the term is a persistent problem in ma»
king decisions on what constitute teacher effectiveness. There are
varying points of view of authors as to how to evaluate teacher
1
effectiveness and how to remove the obstacles to its achievement.
Evaluation 's not something that is done to teachers. It is a
process; that teachers carry on with their administrative and super¬
visory colleagues for the purpose of evaluating the instructional
procedures so as to improve instruction. The evaluation of a teach¬
er is a cooperative and continuing process for the purpose of im¬
proving the quality of instruction. It is further a process in which
^George Brain, "Evaluating Teacher Effectiveness,"
National Education Association Journal, Vol, 54 (Washington, D. C:
National Education Association Publication, February, 1965), p, 35.
I
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the teacher and others who work with him in the evaluation; reviews
the teacher*s general and specific responsibilities, whether the
teacher is meeting the responsibilities satisfactorily and decides
upon the changes if any. The one over-riding and inclusive purpose
of teacher evaluation is to safeguard and improve the quality of
instruction received by students. ^
Evolution of the Problem. —The writer became interested in
this subject of teacher eveiluation because of the efforts that are being
made by many American communities to develop improved methods
for appraising the competence of a classroom teacher and other
school personnel.
The subject is personal to the writer in another aspect. The
writer has been appointed assistant principal in one of the elementary
schools in the Goldsboro City School System. In view of this appoint¬
ment, the writer, as assistant principal will become principal of a
school in the City School System. One of the major responsibilities
of an administrator is to be able to evaluate his teaching staff prop¬
erly in the light of competency. This responsibility intensifies the
writer*s personal interest on the subject of teacher evaluation.
^National Education Association, Department of Research,
"Guidelines for the Evaluation of Classroom Teachers," (Washington,
D. C.: National Education Association Publication, September 1962),
p. 7.
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Contribution to Educational Knowledge. --Through this study
the writer hopes to reveal much research on the subject of teacher
evaluation and recommend a program of evaluation that may be
helpful to the Goldsboro City School System and many other commun¬
ities in which educators may be attempting to develop an evaluation
program.
Statement of the Problem. --The major problem involved in
this study will be to identify, analyze and interpret the techniques,
principals use to evaluate elementary and secondary school teachers
in the Goldsboro City School System, Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Purposes of the Study. —The major purposes of this study will
be to ascertain the nature of the techniques which are being used by
administrators in the Goldsboro, North Carolina School System, to
evaluate elementary and secondary school teachers employed in the
system and to identify selected new procedures which have been re¬
ported in recent educational literature. More specificeilly, the
purposes of this research will be to answer the following questions:
1. Are the principals using the peer-rating techniques to
evaluate their teaching staffs
2. Are the administrators using the student-rating techniques
to evaluate the teachers?2
^Brain, op. cit. p. 35
^Ibid, p. 35
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3. Are the principals using the behavioral changes in students
to evaluate their teachers? ^
4. Are the principals using the observational-analysis tech¬
nique to evaluate? ^
5. Are achievement tests given to students to evaluate teacher
effectiveness? ^
6. Is the age-mode index used in evaluating the teachers?'^
7. Is teaching experience used in evaluating teacher effec¬
tiveness? ^
8. Are principals using the cultural background of teachers
to evaluate their effectiveness? ^
9. Are administrators using social adjustment of teachers to
evaluate their effectiveness? ^10.What are the implications for educational theory and prac-
q tices to be derived from the analysis and interpretations
of the data collected?
Limitations of the Study. --Major limitations of this study inheres
in the degree of authenticity and accuracy of the reaction-responses of
the subjects to questionnaire and/or opionnaire type data gathering
instrtiments.








Definition of Terms. --The four terms to be used in this study
are defined as follows;
1. "Technique" as used in this study means the procedures
ahdJmeans that are used to accomplish effective evalua¬
tion of teachers employed in a public school. ^
2. "Peer" as used in this study means one teacher of the
same grade level observing another teacher of the same
grade level. ^
3. "Evaluation" is a process in which judgements are made
regarding the teacher and his work. ^
4. "Observational Analysis Technique" is the administrator
observing the teacher*s classroom instruction to ascer¬
tain if the teacher’s instruction is meeting the needs of
the students.
Locale and Period of the Study. --The study will be conducted in
the eleven schools of the Goldsboro City School System, Goldsboro,
North Carolina, 1965.
Descriptive Method of Research. —The survey method of re¬
search utilizing the specific technique of the questionnaire and doc¬
umentary records, will be employed to collect the data required to
fulfill the purposes of this research.
Earl W. Anderson, Techniques of Research Used in the Field of
Teacher Personnel (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1962), pp. 15-20.
2
Loren Tomlinson, "Recent Studies in the Evaluation of Teaching,"
Journal of Teacher Education, XIV (1963), p. 261.
3Brain, op. cit. , p. 6.
^National Education Association, "Methods of Evaluating Teachers,"
Research Bulletin No. (Washington, D. C,: February, 1965), p, 12,
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Description of Subjects and Materials. --The materials and
subjects which were used in this study are listed below:
1. Subjects. --The subjects of this study were all of the
eleven principals in the Goldsboro City School System.
2. Materials. --The materials of the study were:
a. A survey sheet,
b. Documentary records as indicated.
Procedurctl Steps. —The following procedural steps were used
for this study:
1. A thorough review of the most recent literature that is
pertinent to the problem of evaluating teacher effective¬
ness was made.
2. The survey sheet was sent to the principals to indicate
the techniques they use to evaluate their teaching staff
was developed under the direction of staff members of
the School of Education.
3. The data was assembled in appropriate labels and/or
charts as indicated by the categories of data gathered by
the research instrument.
4. The data was treated statistically with reference to the
frequency and percent of responses to the items on the
survey instrument.
5. Conclusions, implications sind recommendations were
made in accordance with the data cinalyzed and inter¬
preted.
Survey of Related Literature. —Much has been written on the
subject of evaluating teacher effectiveness. George Brain pointed
out in the N. E. A. Journal that probably no aspect of education has
7
been discussed with greater frequency, with as much deep concern,
or by more educators and citizens than has that of teacher effec¬
tiveness. The philosophy of many authors expressing their views
on teacher effectivenes, in regards to the definition of the term is
a persistent problem in making decisions on what constitutes teach¬
er effectivenss. There are varying points of view of authors as
to how to evaluate teacher effectiveness and how to remove the ob¬
stacles to its achievement. ^
Evaluation is not something that is done to teachers. It is a
process that teachers carry on with their administrative and super¬
visory colleagues for the purpose of evaluating the instructional
procedures so as to improve instruction. The evaluation of a
teacher is a cooperative and continuing process for the purpose of
improving the quality of instruction. It is further a process in
which the teacher and others who work with him in the evaluation;
reviews the teacher’s general and specific responsibilities, whether
the teacher is meeting the responsibilities satisfactorily and decides
upon the changes, if any. The one over-riding and inclusive purpose
^George Brain, "Evaluating Teacher Effectiveness", National
Education Association Journal, Vol. 54 (Washington, D. C.:
February, 1965), p. 35.
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of teacher evaluation is to safeguard and improve the quality of
instruction received by students. ^
An article in the N. E. A. Journal stresses the idea that teach¬
ing does not require men and women of super human ability. Nor
is the way to excellence open only to those who are "born” for the
service. The pre-requisites do include intrensic worthiness, sound
judgement, broad scholarship, a clear knowledge of the learning
processes, a professional skill in stimiilating and guiding the pursuit
2of learning, and greatness of heart and soul.
The following are points of view of authors related to the tech¬
niques that may be employed to evaluate teachers:
The Peer Rating Technique is a procedure by which teachers of
each grade level evaluate the instruction of other teachers of that
grade level. The National Education Research Division found in one
of its earliest studies, in 1922 that fifty-five percent (55%) of all
Urban school systems were using teachers rating. This practice
declined to less than forty percent (40%) of the school systems, but
^National Education Association, Department of Research,
"Guidelines for the Evaluation of Classroom Teachers" (Washington,
D. C.: Sbirtember, 1962), p. 7,
2
Ava L. Parrott, "What Teachers Say about Eveiluation of
Teachers" National Education Association Journal, Vol. 54
(Washington, D. C. : Feb. 1965), p. 37.
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in the past few years the downward trend was suddenly reversed. A
1962 study showed that teachers were rating teachers in fifty-ei^t
percent (58%) of all Urban school systems. ^
2
The National Elementary "Principal” is not in accord with
the above point of view as indicated in an article which states:
Peer rating involves having teachers evaluate each other.
Research studies have found this approach to be of limited
vadue. Under the usual conditions of teaching, there is little
opportunity for one teacher to observe the work of another
teacher. Thus assessments must be made on other basis.
It would appear that there is little to gain through the use
of peer ratings, unless either teachers are given opportun¬
ities to observe their peers at work, or the assessment
areas are limited to those for which there is opportunity
to observe.
The Student Rating Technique emphasizes the qualities students
rate a good teacher. Much attention has been given to the qualifica¬
tions needed by elementary and secondary school teachers. Adeim
Drayer made a study of a large number of high school students.
Most of the students involved in the study contemplated becoming
teacher®' in the future. It was asstuned they would be more concerned
about the qualifications needed by teachers than they would be students
thinking in terms of other professions. The students were asked to
Ava L. Parrott, "What Teachers Say About Evaluation of
Teachers, " National Education Association Journal, Vol. 54
(Washington, D. C. :. February, 1965), p. 37.
2
Robert Hawson, "Teacher Evaluation," The National Elemen¬
tary Principal, Vol. XLIII (Washington, D.C.t Nov., 1963), p. I6.
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name teachers they liked best as a teacher and list the reasons why.
The comments made by the students were analyzed and tabulated and
the following statements are how they rate a good teacher;
1. Has a good command of his subject matter.
2. Gives personal help to students.
3. Makes the subjects interesting.
4. Is professional, yet friendly.
5. Is fair in grading.
6. Has good sense of humor.
7. Has pleasant personality.
8. Answers questions raised.
9. Has no favorites.
10. Allows discussions.
11. Has relaxed atmosphere in class.
12il. Motivates pupils to capacity.
13. Is neat in appearance.
14. Is always prepared.
15. Makes use of daily reviews.
16. Doesn't lecture all the time.
The statements above co\xld easily be reversied in terms of how
students rate a poor teacher. ^ This point of view relative to the
2student rating technique is expressed by Hawson as follows:
Adam Drayer, "Student*s View of the Qualifications of Teachers,"
Journal of Teacher Education, Vol, 12 (1961), pp. 338-39.
2
Hawson, op. cit. , p. 16.
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Pupil ratings have been the subject of considerable
amount of research. The findings have shovm that pupils
are able to make more valid and reliable ratings of
teachers than any other group, including administrators,
supervisors and experts. Teachers in various studies
have foamd the pupil ratings to be both fair and accurate.
Despite the favorable evidence, there is wide-spread
resistance to the use of pupil ratings, probably arising
out of the respective roles of students and teachers in our
ciilture.
The Observational Technique is a procedure used by administra¬
tors to observe instruction. According to the N. E. A. Research
bulletin about half of the school system follow the technique in
evaluating classroom instruction. ^ This point of view as expressed
2
by Reisman is as follows:
There are a number of other ways to study teacher
competence. Administrators can observe them, so to speak
from the outside, in terms of social class, ethnic origin,
and in terms of the schools they choose to teach in. Reisman
further states the observationaJ. technique is one of the best
techniques principals should employ in evaluating the teaching
staff. Teachers desire to be seen at work and such first
hard experiences as afforded by observation rank first. See
appendix for observation sheet.
Social Adjustment of Teacher Used as a Criteria for Evaluation
may be used very effectively. The teacher*s behavior in relation to
teacher effectiveness is very important. It seems safe to say that
National Education Association, Research Bulletin (February,
1965), p. 12.
2
David Reisman, "Teachers Avoid Changing Expectations",
Vol. 9 Harvard Educational Review, (1962), p. 106.
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largely because of the nature of teacher effectiveness, teacher
education wotild do well to focus more attention on teacher behavior.
Teacher effectiveness can only be properly and successfully accom**
plihhed when it is based on reliable knowledge of the esential behavior
patterns involved in teaching. Before teaching effectiveness can be
studied properly a great deal of attention must be given to its oper«>
ational development that spells out the specific behavior patterns
that are involved in good teaching such as; (a) Teachers participating
in social and community affairs, (b) Attitudes that are favorable to
students, (c) Generosity and tolerance in appraisal of the behavior
and motives of others, (d) The teacher*s interest in music, (e) An
interest in caring for children. Many other factors involved in teacher
behavior to be an effective teacher are: (a) A teacher sho\ild be
exceptionally healthy, (b) a well rounded person of many interests,
(c) emotionally controlled so that he can be flexible as the situation
demands and, (e) convinced of the power of education and the teacher*s
worth to society.
Age Made Use of in Evaluating Teachers is an important factor
in teacher evaluation. The age of the teacher and the amount of
teaching experience seems to be correlated. The teacher*s effective*
^David Ryan, “Teacher Behavior Theory and Research, “Journal
of Teacher Education, Vol. 14 (1963, pp. 274*93. ' ' '
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ness has been identified with age and experience.
2
According to Linn Sheets, the best of our teachers have
problems so far as evaluating them. The following problems are
peculiar to teachers that have age and experience: (a) keeping abreast*
with current methods as reading skills, problem solving, resource
use and correlation, (b) a desire to experiment, satisfied with the
same old procedures, (c) the problem of new concepts and under¬
standing. The carry over of older concepts as to how learning takes
and the lack of a clear understanding of how children grow and de¬
velop from early childhood through school, are problems that can
only be solved through competent leadership, (d) the feeling of
personal failure. This feeling of personal failure may result if
duties, and recognition are not well balanced and if enthusiasms
are not generally high. The older teacher, men especially, with a
family may find it hard to live on his limited salary, may assume
a don*t care attitude.
Are Achievement Tests Given to Students to Evaluate Teacher
Effectivenes s ? How much intelligence a teacher needs to perform well
^Ibid. , p. 293.
2
Linn Sheets, "What^s Happening in Teacher Education,*’
Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 12 (1961), p. 121.
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is an unsettled issue. Years ago, much of the teacher's responsi**
bility in teaching revolved around memoritor type of learning; that
is, drilling students to remember facts. Since achievement is
somewhat a function of ability, standardized tests may be helpful
indicators in determining the effectiveness of instruction for a
period of time. Among some tests that are recommended for
such purposes are: Sanford Achievement Test use for ld.£ge groups,
1
Ohio Psychological Test, SRA Test of Primary Mental Abilities.
Ned Flanders concurs with the above point of view in the follow¬
ing statemert : "Achievement tests are famiUar to the American
school child, as they are the xiniversal and most used methods of
2
measuring classroom learning and teacher competence."
Are Principals Using the Behavioral Changes in Students to
Evaluate Their Teachers? Pupil growth and achievement in relation
to teacher performance has been reviewed by many authors as
McCall, Medley and Mitzel. If the purpose of teaching is to attain
objectives by bringing about desired changes in pupils, the obvious
measurement of teacher effectiveness is the extent to which the
teacher actually produces such changes. It is further stated that
^Lester Werf, "How to Evaluate Teachers," Journeil of Teacher
Education, Vol. 12, (1961), pp. 8-9.
2
Ned Flanders, "The Integration of Teacher Effectiveness,"
Contemporary Research on Teacher Effectivenss, ed. Bruce J. Biddle
and William Ellena (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston Co., 1964).
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before the effectiveness of a teacher's instruction on changing the
behavioral patterns of a given student can be measured, a criteria
for assessing pupil achievement must be established.
Are Principals Using the Ctiltural Background of Teachers to
Evaluate Their Effectiveness? A teacher must be a good specimen
of our culture who should possess respect for self and others and
generally behave as a free person is in a free society. Fatter states
that there is no substantial evidence that cultural background is sign¬
ificantly related to teaching effectivenss. It is further brought out
by the ftW-thor above that in most of the studies made on teacher
failure was not due to the cultural background of the teacher, but
due to poor maintenance of discipline and lack of cooperation in
2
the school system.
Emotional Stability Used as a Criteria to Evaluate Teachers.
Good mental health is assximed to be a reqmsite for satisfactory
teaching performance. Emotional instability and maladjustment are
believed to be not only detrimental to the teacher's efficiency, but
3edso is reflected in the emotional behavior of the teacher's pupils.
^N. A. Fatter, "Research on Teacher Evaluation," National
Elementary Principal, Vol. 43 (Washington, D. C.: 1963), p. 25.
^Ibid., p. 23.
-'David Ryan, "The Teacher Characteristics Study," Contempor-
ary Research on Teacher Effectiveness, ed , Bruce J Biddle and
William illiena (New York: ttolt, Rinehart and Winston, Co., 1964).
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David Ryan conducted a very extensive study on the character¬
istics of teachers* behavior in the classroom. Involved in the study
were 1700 schools embracing 450 school systems and 6000 classroom
teachers.
Ryan*s data revealed three patterns of teacher behavicr; Pattern
X-- the teachers were warm, \inderstanding and friendly vs. aloof,
egocentric and a restricted teacher’s behavior. Pattery Y-- the
teachers were responsible, business-like and systematic vs. evading,
unplanned and slipshod teacher behavior. Pattern Z--the teachers
were stim^alating, imaginative and surgent, vs. a dull, routine
teacher’s behavior.
Other results fovind in Ryan’s study were; (1) Educational views
of secondary teachers appeared to he more permissive. (2) The
attitudes of elementary teachers toward pupils, administrators,
fellow teachers and non-administrative personnel were more favorable.
(3) Male teachers both at the elementary and secondary school levels
appeared substantially more stable emotionally than femeiles. (4)
That the pupil’s behavior in the classroom did not seem to be related
to the teacher’s attitudes. ^
TheN. E. A. Research Division made a study of the use of teacher
^Fatter, op. cit. , p. 21.
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ratings from 1923 to 1956. The purpose of this study was to find out
to what extent t acher ratings were being used in school systems to
rate teachers or evaluate them. The N. E. A. sent a niunber of
questionnaires including items on teacher ratings to a large number
of Urban school superintendents. The first report received was in
1923.
The results of the study are as follows: From 1923 to 1956 the
percent of districts in which all teachers were rated declined from
55 percent to 39 percent. The percentages averages based on replies
from Urban school districts of various sizes of 2500 population and
overs. The reduction in the proportion using ratings was less marked
in small school systems them in large school systems. However, in
all the years, large cities reported the use of ratings by higher per¬
centage than was true for small systems. The reporting districts
with populations of 100, 000 and over showed 82 percent using ratings
in 1923. This figure was down 39 percent in 1955 to 1956. The
smallest systems 2500 to 500 in popiilation showed a decline from
51 percent to 35 percent. ^
During the years of 1955 to 1956 the N. E. A. Research Division
^Hazel Davis, "Evaluating Teacher Competence", Contemporary
Research on Teacher Effectiveness, ed. Bruce J. Biddle and William
EUena (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston Co. , 1964), pp. 54-55.
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made a study of "Who Does The rating in School Systems" evaluating
teachers efficiency. In all the school districts that questionnaires
were sent ascertaining the procedure on who does the evaluating of
teachers in the school system, 37 percent of the districts reported
that the principal was the only evaluator. Fifty percent (50%) of the
very largest districts, a half million and over in population gave the
entire responsibility of ratings to the principal. Joint ratings by the
principal and supervisor were reported by 27 percent of all districts
and separate ratings by the principal and supervisor were 17 percent. ^
The N. E. A. Research Division made a study of the methada?
principals use in evaluating teachers. This study was made in 1963
and involved 1, 168 principals throughout the country.
The study reveals the following information: In one-half of the
school systems throughout the country formal procedures of eval¬
uating their teachers are followed. Further information indicates
that written ratings or evaluations are required in three-fourths of
the schools for probationary teachers and two-thirds for continuing
teachers. In making this study, theN. E.A. Research Division
assumed that all teachers are evaluated whether they receive as such
a written evaluation or not, because in every school system, judge-
^Ibid., p. 56.
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ments must be made about re-employment, transfers and recog¬
nitions. This study reveeds further that probationary teachers are
evaluated about three times a year. Continuing teachers are eval¬
uated about once a year. In large school systems where there are
about 25, 000 or more pupils enrolled in school, continuing teachers
are evaluated less often than once a year.
Other findings from this study are that when the principal
wants to make a written evcduation of the teachers, 93 percent
stated they observed the teaching in the classroom, 80 percent
reported they had conferences with teachers, 6l percent stated
they gathered impressions from seeing the teachers outside, 38
1
percent said they kept notes on what parents said about the teacher.
Stimmary of Related Literature. --The related literature to
this research is stimmarized in the statements to follows:
1. Peer-rating is a procedure by which teachers of the
same grade level evaluate the instruction of other
teachers of that grade level.
2. The student-rating technique emphasizes the qualities
students rate a tood teacher.
3. The observational technique is a procedure used by
administrators to observe the instruction of his
teaching staff
^N. E. A. Research Bulletin, Volume 43, National Education
Association Publication (Washington D. C.: February, 1965), pp. 12-14.
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4. Social adjustment of teachers emphasize the teacher*s
behavior patterns involved in teaching.
5. Age and teaching experience is an important factor in
teacher evaluation. The criteria emphasizes the prob*
lems that are peculiar to teachers that have age and
experience.
6. Achievement test used as a criteria to evaluate teacher
effectiveness emphasized the fact that, since achieve¬
ment is somewhat a function of ability, standardized
test may be helpfiil indicators in determining the effec¬
tiveness of instruction for a period of time.
7. Behavioral changes in students to evaluate teacher
effectiveness emphasizes the fact that the purpose of
teaching is to attain objectives by bringing about
desired changes in pupils, the obvious measurement
of teacher effectiveness is the extent to which the
teacher actually produces such change.
8. Emotional stability used as a criteria to evaluate teacher
effectiveness is summarized in the following statement:
Good mental hezilth is assumed to be a requisite for
satisfactory teaching performance. Emotional instabi¬




ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF DATA
The writer conducted a study during the month of March, 1965.
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the nature of the techniques
principals used to evaluate elementary and secondary school teachers
in the Goldsboro City School System, Goldsboro, North Carolina.
The data-gathering device employed in the study to ascertain the
techniques used by the principals to evaluate teachers in the Goldsboro
Public School System was a questionnaire.
The questionnaire had the following categories listed that prin¬
cipals may employ in evaluating teacher effectiveness in the classroom:
1. Do you utilize the peer-rating technique?
2. Are you utilizing the sutdent rating technique to evaluate
your staff?
3. Are behavioral changes in students observed to evaluate
your staff?
4. Is the observational analysis technique used to evaluate
your stalf?
5. Do you administer achievement tests to students to
evaluate your staff?
6. Is age made use of in evaluating your teachers?
7. Is teaching experienced used in evaluating your teachers
effectiveness ?
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8. Do you use the ctiltural background of your teaching staif
as a criteria for evziluating your teaching staff?
9. Is social adjustment utilized as a criteria for evaluating
your teachers?
10. Do you use emotional stability as a criteria to evaluate
your teaching staff?
11. Is scholastic achievement teachers used to evaluate your
staff?
12. Are formal written plans prevalent, for the evaluation
of classroom teachers?
13. Has a criteria for teacher competency been established?
14. Do evaluation practices vary for continuing teachers,
elementary and secondary teachers?
15. Is the principal responsible for evaluating the teachers in
your school?
16. Is any use made of the evaluation?
17. Do teachers have a voice in the evaluation program?
18. Is there a favorable opinion by the various persons involved
regarding the evaluaticn program?
19. Is the score on the National Teachers examination used to
evaluate teachers?
20. Is the supervising personnel used to evaluate your teachers?
The questionnaire was mailed to the eleven principals of the Gold*
boro Public School System. The directions on the Questionnaire stated
to reply to the technique baing used by indicating "yes” or "no" after
each question listed.
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The findings are derived from responses to the questionnaire
which was sent to the eleven principals to indicate the techniques
used in the Goldsboro City School System to evaluate elementary
and secondary school teachers.
Table I indicates the frequency of the use of the General Types
of evaluation techniques use d by the eleven principals to evaluate
teacher efficiency in the Goldsboro Public Schools.
In light of other findings on Table, I, no principal employs
the Peer-rating and student rating techniques to evaluate teacher
efficiency. The table further indicates that only six principals
employed the technique of using Behavioral changes in students
to evaluate teacher competency, which represents 55 percent of
the principals employed. Test scores of pupils was another factor
that was not used to evaluate teacher efficiency by the principals
in the Goldsboro Public Schools.
Table 2 which represents the distribution of personality traits
of teachers reveals the following data: That teaching experience,
social adjustment and emotional stability are highly used as cri-
terias to evaluate teachers efficiency in the Goldsboro School System
by principals. It is further shown in Table 2 that age and cultural




DISTRIBUTION OF THE GENERAL TYPES OF EVALUATION
OF TEACHER EFFICIENCY USED BY THE ELEVEN







Number Percent Nximber Percent
1. ••Peer-rating'* 11 100
2. '•Student-rating^' 11 100
3. ''Behavioral changes" 6 55 5 45
4. "Observational Analysis" 7 64 4 36




DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONALITY TRAITS OF TEACHERS
USED AS CRITERIA FOR TEACHER EFFICIENCY







Number Percent Number Percent
6. *'Age 4 36 7 64
7. “Teaching Experience'* 9 82 2 18
8. "Cultural background" 5 45 6 55
9. "Social Adjustment" 8 73 3 27




DISTRIBUTION OF THE MEANS OF EVALUATION OF
TEACHER EFFICIENCY USED BY THE




Type of Evaluation Number Percent Number Percent
11. "Scholastic Achievement” 4 36 7 64
12. "Formal Plans" 11 100
19. "Score on National Teach¬




DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OF PERSONNEL WHO EVALUATE
TEACHER EFFICIENCY IN THE GOLDSBORO SCHOOL
SYSTEM, 1964-1965
QUESTION: YES NO
Type of Evaluation Number Percent Number Percent




















DISTRIBUTION OF THE ADl^NISTRATIVE FACTORS INVOLVED
IN EVALUATION OF TEACHER EFFICIENCY IN THE
GOLDSBORO SCHOOL SYSTEM, GOLDSBORO
NORTH CAROLINA, 1964-1965
QUESTION; YES'! NO
Type of Evaluation Ntimber Percent Number Percent
13. ••Criteria established
for evaluations^ 2 18 9 82





DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMEN OF INSTRUMENTS USED IN
EVALUATION OF TEACHERS BY THE ELEVEN




Specimen of Instrument Number
Percent: of
Total1.Observation Sheet:
Teacher Observation Sheet 2 182.Teachers Self-rating Schedule:
Teacher evaluation - How Do
You Rate Yourself? 1 93.No Response: 8 73
TOTAL 11 100
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The evidence of data revealed on Table 3 of the types of teaching
personnel illustrates that only 36 per cent of the principals in the
Goldsboro City School System use scholastic achievement as a means
of evaluating the effectiveness of teachers in the Goldsboro City
School System. From the data on Table 3, not any of the principals
have any formal plans for evaluating teachers in the the school
system. The table further indicates that the score on the national
teachers examination is not used as a technique to evaluate teachers
in the school system as all principals indicated the technique was
not used.
As evident from Table 4 on the personnel involved in teacher
evaluation illustrates thatihll eleven of the principals indicated that
each one was responsible for evaluating the teachers, which rep¬
resents 100 per cent of the administrative staff. The information
further reveals that 82 per cent of the teachers in the school system
have a voice in the evaluative technique that are employed. A very
interesting factor illustrated on Table 4 indicates that the opinion of
the teachers concerning the techniques employed by the principals
to evaluate their effectiveness was highly regarded as satisfactory.
As for the supervisory personnel being employed to evaluate the
teachers, all eleven principals indicated that this procecure was not
used.
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Table 5 indicates that only two of the eleven principals have a
criteria established for evaluation of teacher effectiveness, which
represents 18 per cent of the staif. Eighty-two per cent of the
principals do not have any formal plans for evaluating the effective¬
ness of their teaching staff. All principals denoted that use was
made of their evaluation of the teachers effectiveness in classroom
instruction.
The chart illustrating the distribution of specimens or instru¬
ments used in evaluation of the teachers by the eleven principals
in the Goldsboro Public School System indicate that only two princi¬
pals submitted forms of their evaluation sheets. One principal
submitted a teacher self-rating form. The response from eight
principals was negative.
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Organization and Treatment of Data. -•
1, General Types of Evaluation of Teacher Efficiency.
The data on the types of evaluation of teacher efficiency used by
the eleven principals in the Goldsboro Public School System of Golds*
boro. North Carolina, 1964-1965 are presented in Table 1, Page 24.
The data reveals that the use of the general types of evaluation by the
principals to evaluate teacher efficiency ranged from a low of no use
at all for "peer-rating” euid "student-rating” to a high of 7 or 64 per
cent for "observation aneilysis." The use of other genereil types of
eveiluation ramked as follows: 6 or 55 per cent for behavioral changes
and no usedDf test scores
2. Personality Traits of Teachers.
The use of personality traits by principals to evaluate teacher
efficiency ranged from a low of 4 or 36 per cent for "age" to a high
of 9 or 82 percent for "teaching experience." The use of the other
personaility traits ranked as follows: 8 or 73 per cent each for
"social adjustment" and "emotional stability" and 5 or 45 per cent for
"teaching experience".
It would appear that in the opinion of the principals that
"teaching experience" was the most import«int personal factor to be
considered in eveiluating teacher efficiency. It is of interest to find
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that social adjustment and emotional stability ranked high as a factor
of importance in evaluating the efficiency of teachers. On the other
hcind, "age” was not used to a great extent to measure teacher effi¬
ciency by the principals.
3. Means of Evaluating leacher Efficiency.
The use of the means of evaluating teacher efficiency by the
principals ranged from a high of 4 or 36 per cent for "scholastic
achievement" to no use at all by the principals for "formal plans"
and "scores on the National Teachers Examination. " It is of interest
to note that no formal plans are employed to evaluate teacher com¬
petency.
4. Persons Involved in Teacher Evaluation.
The use of persons involved in teacher evaluation by the prin¬
cipals ranged from a low of no use at all by the principals for the
"supervisory personnel" to a high of 11 or 100 per cent for "is the
principail responsible for evaluating the teachers" eind the "teachers
opinion of the evaluation program." The teachers "voice in eval¬
uation" was 9 or 82 per cent.
It appears that in the opinion of the principals, the principal
is responsible for evaluating the teacher. It is of interest to find
that the opinion of the teachers regarding the evaluation program
ranked high and the teachers voice in evaluation. On the other hand.
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the supervisory personnel is not employed to evaluate teacher effi¬
ciency.
5. Administrative Factors Involved in Evaluation of Teachers.
The administrative factors involved in evaluation of teachers
effectiveness ranged from a low of 2 or 18 per cent for "criteria
established for evaluation" to a high of 11 or 100 per cent for "use
made of the evaluation. "
It appears in the opinion of the principals that a criteria est¬
ablished for evaluating teacher effectiveness is not an important
factor in evaluation. It is of interest to note that use is made of the
evaluation of teachers.
6. Types of Instruments Used in the Evaluation of Teacher
Efficiency.
The employement of the types c£ evaluation submitted by the
principals to evaluate teacher efficiency ranged from a low of 1 or
9 per cent to a high of 2 or 18 per cent. There was no response
from eight principals.
It would appear that in the opinion of the principals that instru¬
ment employed in evaluation is not an importcint factor. It is of
interest to note that eight principals made no response for behavioral
changes and no use at all for "test scores of pupils."
It appears that in the opinion of the principals that the "obser¬
vational analysis technique" is the most important technique to
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evaluate teacher efficiency. It is of interest to note that “behavorial
changes*' in pupils ranked high as a factor of importance in evaluating
the efficiency of teachers. On the other hand, "peer-rating** and
"test scores" of pupils was not used to measure teacher efficiency.
Summary of What the Data Means to the Wtriter. —The basic
findings in this study relative to the techniques of the principals
used to evaluate teacher effectiveness in the Goldsboro Public School
System has had a great impact on the thinking of the writer.
It would appear in the opinion of the writer that some criteria
for evaluating teacher effectiveness would have been established in
the schools by the principals. It was of interest to note that no
principal in the school system had any formal plan.s for evaluating
teacher competency. It is hoped that through this study, the organ¬





Recapitulation of the Theoretical Bases of the Study. --The
theoretical bases of this research such as; Rationale, Evolution of
the Problem, Contribution to Educational Though, Statement of the
Problem, Purpose of the Study, and Definition of Terms, are tersely
characterized below.
Rationale --Much has been written on the subject of evaluating
teacher effectiveness. George Brain pointed out in the N. E.A.
Journal that probably no aspect of education has been discussed with
greater frequency, with as much deep concern, or by more educators
and citizens than has that of teacher effectivenes.. The philosoph of
many authors expressing their views on teacher effectiveness in re¬
gards to the definition of the term is a persistent problem in making
decistions on what constitute teacher effectiveness. There are varying
points of view of authors as to how to evalute teacher effectivenss and
how to remove the obstacles to its achievement.
Evaluation is not something that is done to teachers. It is a
process that teachers carry on with their administrative and super¬
visory colleagues for the purpose of evaluating the instructional
procedures so as to improve instruction. The evaluation of a teacher
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is a cooperative and continmng process for the purpose of improving
the quality of instruction. It is further a process in which the teach¬
er and other who work with him in the evaluation, reviews the
teacher*s general and specific responsibilities, whether the teacher
is meeting the responsibility satisfactorily and decides upon the
chcinge, if any. The one over-riding and inclusive purpose of teacher
evaluation is to safeguard and improve the quality of instruction
received by the student. ^
Evolution of the Problem--The writer became interested in this
subject of teacher evaluation because of the efforts that are being
made by many American communities to develop improved methods
for appraising the competence of classroom teachers and other
school personnel.
The writer was also appointed assistant principal in one of the
elementary schools in the Goldsboro City School System. In view of
the appointment, the writer as assistant principal, will become
principal of a school in the City School System. One of the major
responsibilities of an administrator is to be able to evaluate his
teaching staff properly in the light of competency. This responsi-
^George Brain, "Evaluating Teacher Effectiveness,"
National Education Association Journal, Vol, 54 (Washington, D. C.:
National Education Association Publication, February, 1965), p. 35.
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bility intensified the writer*s personal interest on the subject of
teacher evaluation.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge-^Through this study, the
writer hopes to reveal much research on the subject of teacher eval¬
uation and recommend a program of evaluation that may be helpful
to the Goldsboro City School System and many other communities in
which educators may be attempting to develop an evaluative program.
Statement of the Problem—The major problem involved in
Milady will be to identify, analyze and interpret the technique, prin¬
cipals use to evaluate elementary and secondary school teachers in
the Goldsboro City School System, Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Purposes of the Study—The major purposes of this study will
be to ascertain the nature of the techniques which are being used by
administrators in Goldsboro, North Carolina School System, to
evaluate elementary and secondary school leachers employed in the
system and to identify selected new procedures which have been repor¬
ted in recent educational literature. More specifically, the purppsess
of this research will be to answer the following questions:
1. Are the principals using the peer-rating technique to
evaluate their teaching staff?
21.. Are the administrators using the student-rating technique
to evaluate the teachers?
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3. Are the principeils using the behavioral changes in students
to evaluate their teachers?
4. Are the principals using the observational-analysis tech¬
nique to evaluate?
5. Are achievement tests given to students to evaluate
teacher effectiveness?
6. Is the age-mode index used in evciluating the teachers?
7. Is teaching experience used in evaluating the teachers?
8. Are the principals using the cviltural background of
teachers to evaluate their effectiveness?
9. Are administrators using social adjustment of teachers
to evaluate their effectiveness?10.What are the implications for educational theory and
practices to be derived from the analysis «ind interpreta¬
tions of the data collected?
Definition of Terms-»^ome terms used in this research are de¬
fined as follows;
1. "Technique” as used in this study means the procedures
and means that are used to accomplish effective evalua¬
tion of teachers employed in a public school. ^
2. "Peer** as used in this study means one teacher of the same
grade level observing anoilier teacher of the same grade
level.^
3. "Evaluation” is a process in which judgements are made
regarding the teacher and his work. ^
^Earl W. Anderson, Techniques of Research Used in the Field
of Teacher Personnel (New York; Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. ,
1962), pp. 15-20.
2
Loren Tomlinson, "Recent Studies in the Evaluation of Teaching,"
Journal of Teacher Education, XIV (1963), p. 26l.
^rziin, op. cit., p. 6.
404.••Observational Aneilysis Technique^* is the administra¬
tor observing the teacher's classroom instruction to
ascertain if the teacher's instruction is meeting the
needs of the students. *
Recapitulation of the Research Design of this Study. —The
significant aspects of the loccde and research design of this research
are outlined below:
1. Locale and Period of Study--This study was conducted in
the eleven schools of the Goldsboro City School System,
Goldsbpro, North Carolina, 1965.
2. Method of Research--The survey method of research
utilizing the specific technique of the questionnaire and
documentary records, were employed to collect the data
required to fulfill the purposes of this research.
3. Subjects—The subjects used in this study were the eleven
principads in the Goldsboro City’ School System.
4. Materials /instruments—The materials and instriunents
used in this study were a ’’survey sheet” and •’documen¬
tary records” as indicated.
5. Criterion of Reliability--The criterion of reliability for
the data was predicated on the authenticity and accuracy
of the responses to the questionnaire items, together with
probable documentation of the responses through school
records and/or reports,
6. Method of Procedure—The procedurail steps used in this
study were:
a, A thorough review of the most recent literature that is
pertinent to the problem of eveiluating teacher effec¬
tiveness was made.
Nationcd Education Association, ’’Methods of Evaluating Teachers,”
Research Bulletin No. (Washington, D. C,: February, 1965), p. 12
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b. The survey sheet was sent to the principal to indicate
the techniques they were using to evaluate their teach-
• ing steiff was developed under the direction of staff
members of the School of Education.
c. The data was assembled in appropriate lables and/pr
charts as indicated by the categories of data gathered
by the research instrument.
d. The data was treated statistically with reference to the
frequency and per cent of responses to the items on the
the survey instrument.
e. Conclusions, implications and recommendations were
made in accordance with the data analyzed and interpre¬
ted.
Summary of Related Literature. --The related literature pertinent
to this research is svimmarized in the statements to follow:
1. Peer-rating is a procedure by which teachers of the same
grade level evaluate the instruction of other teachers of
that grade level.
2. The student-rating technique emphasizes the qualities
students rate a good teacher.
3. The observational technique is a procedure used by admin¬
istrators to observe the instruction of his teaching staff.
4. Social adjustmentof teachers emphasizes the teacher*s
behavior patterns involved in teaching.
5. Age and teaching experience is an important factor in
teacher evaluation. The criteria emphasizes the prob¬
lems that are peculiar to teachers that have age and
experience.
6. Achievement test used as a criteria to evaluate teacher
effectiveness emphasized the fact that, since achievement
is somewhat a function of ability, standardized test may
be helpfiol indicators in determining the effectivenss of
instruction for a period of time.
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7. Behavioral changes in students to evaluate teacher effec¬
tiveness emphasizes the fact that the purpose of teaching
is to attain objectives by bringing about desired changes
in pupils, the obvious measurement of teacher effective¬
ness is the extent to which the teacher actually produces
such changes.
8. Emotional stability used as a criteria to eveiluate teacher
effectiveness is summarized in the following statement:
Good mental health is assumed to be a requisite for
satisfactory teaching performance. Emotional instabili¬
ty and m aladjustment are detrimental to the effeciency
of the teacher.
Summary of Basic Findings. --The basic findings of this research
are outlined and characterized below:
Table 1 - General Types of Evaluation
It was found that the general types of evaluation used by the prin¬
cipals to evaluate teacher effectiveness ranged from a high of 7 or
64 per cent for the uses of the observational technique to a low of no
use at all for peer-rating and student rating. The other type of general
evaluation used by the principals were 6 or 55 per cent for the use of
behavioral changes in students and no use at all for test scores of
pupils.
Table 2 - Personality Traits of Teachers
The findings on table 2 with reference to the use of personality
traits to evaluate teacher effectivenss ranged from a high of 9 or
82 per cent for the use of teaching experience to a low of 4 or 36 per
cent for the theuse of age. The other types of evaluation ranged from
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8 or 73 per cent each for the employment of social adjustment and
emotional stability and 5 or 45 per cent for the use of ctiltural
background.
Table 3 - Means of Evaluation of Teacher Efficiency
The findings on Table 3 on the means of evaluating teacher
efficiency indiate that the use of scholastic achievement ranged from
a high of 4 or 36 per cent to a low of no use at all for formal plans
and score on the national teachers examination.
Table 4 - Types of Personnel Who evaluate Teacher
Efficiency
The findings on Table 4 ranged from a high of 11 or 100 per
cent for the question "Is the principal responsible for the evaluation
of teachers" and 11 or 100 per cent for the teacher*s opinion of
the evaluatinn program. The other type of evaluation ranged from
9 or 82 per cent for teacher*s voice in the evaluatinn to no use at all
for the supervisory personnel in the evaluation program.
Table 5 - Administrative Factors Involved in
Evaluation of Teachers
The findings on Ihble 5 ranged from a high of 11 or 100 per
cent for use made of the evaluation to a low of 2 or 18 per cent
for criteria established for evaluation.
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Conclusions. —The conclusions of this research are as follows:
1. It appears that one of the duties of the supervisory
personnel is not to evaluate teacher efficiency.
2. It appears that most of the evaluation of teacher effi¬
ciency is based on the observational technique.
3. It appears that emotional stability, teaching Experience
and social adjustment tend to rank among the highest
criteria for evaluation of teacher efficiency by the
principeils of tibe Goldsboro City School System,
Goldsboro, North Carolina.
Implications. —The implications derived from the findings of
this research are as follows:
1. That the administrators as indicated by the eleven prin¬
cipals of the Goldsboro City School System have not
arrived at a policy of a criteria of appraising teacher
efficiency.
2. That there is a definite need for the principals of the
Goldsboro City School System to unify their efforts and
develop a criteria for measuring teacher efficiency,
because from time to time teachers may transfer from
school to school/
3. It.appears that teachers do not have a large part to play
in the evaluation program.
Recommendations. —The following recommendations are being
made as a result of this research study:
1. That formal plans to evaluate teacher efficiency be organ¬
ized in the Goldsboro City School System.
2. That eui established criteria to evaluate teacher compe¬
tency be utilized in the Goldsboro City School System.
3. That beyond the data-based recommendations above, the
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writer is proposing below twenty-four (24) specific
recommendations for a program of evaluation. Each of
these recommendations represents a point of emphasis
that has been judged worthy of attention in planning for
the cooperative, constructive evaluation of a professional
staff.
Recommendations for a Program of Evaluation
A. Pre-requisites to Evaluation
1. Mutual respect and professional recognition should
permeate the interpersonal relationship of the entire
professional staff.
By custom and law, administrative and supervi¬
sory positions carry with them, authority and status
that differentiate them from teaching positions. Unless
the holders of these positions recognize teachers as
professional colleagues, and unless the teachers in
turn, also recognize these status figures as profess¬
ional colleagues, the process of evaluation will have
limited effectiveness.
2. General and specific curriculum goals and teaching
standards should be clarified to the point that teachers
and the cooperating evaluators have a common under¬
standing regarding them.
The evaluative process will be clouded by confusion
and misunderstcinding if there is no clear agreement on
what it is that teachers should be trying to accomplish.
Teachers should participate in clarifying goals and
developing curriculum materials aid teaching standards
to implement the goals.
3. The school system should have a comprehensive person¬
nel program, headed by the superintendent or a special¬
ized personnel administrator.
Evaluation is unlikely to be effective unless selec¬
tion, orientation and assignments of other phases of
personnel administrators are well planned eind executed.
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4. Extensive efforts should be made to induct for pro¬
bationary periods teachers service only highly
qualified persons.
No teacher shotild be employed until a qualified
personnel administrator has made a thorough check
of his education and his success at practice teaching
or a pervious position.
5. Not only shovild highly qualified persons be sought for
appointment, but those appointed should be assigned
to teaching positions for which they are qualified.
Such a recommendation sho\ild not be necessary, but
thousands of teachers are assigned to subjects or grade
levels for which they are not prepared to teach and in
which they cannot succeed.
6. Comprehensive records should be maintained, cover¬
ing the factors considered in teacher evaluation.
Many questions arise as to what records should be
kept on file for am individual teacher, where the re¬
cord should be kept, accessibility of the records to
the teacher and to the administrative and supervisory
staff. Decisions on this question should be directed
toward making the records avilable in the evaluative
process, and at the same time safeguarding them as
confidential personal records.
7. The conditions of work should be such as to make it
possible for teachers to render effective service.
These include providing adequate physical facili¬
ties, assigning reasonable pupil loads, separating
the children with extreme handicaps and problems
from regular clases and limiting the nxxmber of
•‘problem" children in one regular class.
B. Developing A Program of Evaluation
1. The evaluation program should be developed cooperate-
vely by representatives of all groups in the professional
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Stelff.
The superintendent of the schools, principeds,
supervisors, classroom teachers and other specialists
should all take part in developing the program.
2. Evaluation should aifect every professional employee.
The evaluation of teachers should be a part of a
comprehensive plan for evaluation which affects every
member of the professional stciff; administrators,
supervisors, and specialists, as well as classroom
teachers. The interdependence of a school system is
such that excellence at one point is dependent on ex¬
cellence in other areas.
3. The functions of the various participants in the eval¬
uation process should be clarified.
Self evaluation should be recognized as essential;
the responsibilities of cooperaring evaluators should
be clearly specified, and the leadership obligations of
the superintendent*s office in review action and recom¬
mendations to the board of education should be stated.
4. The educational philosophy and objectives of the school
system should be examined in operational terms of
eveiluation.
If objectives are not specific enough so that oper¬
ational statements can be based directly upon them, the
objectives may require total revision.
5. Standards for teacher’s work that are based on the ob¬
jectives and criteria describing appropriate behavior
of the teachers that relates to the standards, should
be developed.
The standards and criteria would form the frame¬
work for formal documents that might be used in the
evaluative process. The standards should define the
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various roles required of the teacher in our society.
The criteria should be selective and describe the
teacher*s behavior as related to the objectives.
6. Evaluation forms and guides should be developed, based
on the criteria, types of evciluation and method of eval¬
uation.
These documents should present as much as is pos¬
sible the information needed to provide a basis for
mutual understanding by the teachers ajid the admin¬
istrators.
7. Scheduling procedures in formal evaluations, including
procedure for review and adjudication of disputed
evaluations shoiild be planned and formally approved.
It woiild seem appropriate that an evaluation plan ap¬
proved by the board of education for a school system wovild
include certain specifications as to the frequency and the
time of year when recurring formal evaluations for
various groups of teachers should be completed. Diff¬
erent schedules may be established for probationary
and for permanently employed teachers.
8. Because evaluation is an evolving process, the adopted
policy should include plans for periodic review c£ the
eveiluatiai program.
Being planned in advance, a critical re-examination
of the program will not be misinterpreted as implying
dissatisfaction with the program. It will give opportun¬
ity to consider if the program is meeting the needs.
C. Essential Procedures
1. Each teacher should be observed in the classroom en¬
vironment several different times and at varying times
of the day or in varying types of instruction, prior to
a formal evaluaticn. Such observatinns should be made
by appointments planned in advance.
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Recommendations of the minimum amount of time
required in observation as a basis for constructive
evaluation, range from three to ten hours.
2. Every classroom observation should be followed by a
personail discussion, preferably the same day.
Much of the value of observation depends upon the
consultation which follows while the matters observed
are fresh in both minds. The conference may help the
teacher to develop new insights into his performance
and maintain his strengths and endedvor to overcome
his weaknesses.
3. Records of the professional contacts of the teacher with
the cooperating eveiluator should be made and retciined,
and other records may be added to the cumulative file.
The file for each teacher should be held strictly
confidenticil with access only to the evaluator and the
teacher concerned.
4. Every formal evaluation shoxild include a consultation
between the teacher and the evaluator.
The face to face discussions makes it possible for
the teacher*s review of his own strengths and weaknes¬
ses to be clarified by the professional counsel who can
help the teacher.
5. The formal evaluation should be analytic. It should est¬
ablish whether or not the teacher reaches the various
standards prescribed by the criteria.
In this recommendation it is appropriate that speci¬
fic skills and apparent potentials be noted and recorded
in regards to the teacher*s performance in the class¬
room.
.6. The teacher should receive a copy of the document,
signed and dated by all concerned in which the results
of a formal evaluation are recorded.
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The teacher, as a matter of course, should receive
for his own gmdance and information a copy of the doc¬
ument of such crucial significance tt? his career as the
record of a formal evaluation.
7. Should the teacher not agree with the judgement of the
evaluator, both the teacher’s judgement and the eval¬
uator’s judgement should be recorded and one amicable
adjudication of the difference of opinion should be sought
through ein appeal and review procedure.
Because evaluation may result in withholding of
employment benefits or promotion, or even may lead to
dismissal, a formal procedure for settling disputes is
essential.
D. Outcome of Evaluation
1. The progreim of eveduation should provide a basis for
sovind administrative decisions regarding re-employ¬
ment, placement, promotion and the granting of tenure.
The program of evaluaticn should lead to iijiprovements
in the learning environment for the pupils.
National Education Association, Department of Research,
“Guidelines for the Evolution of Classroom Teachers CWashington,
D. C.: September, 1962), p. 37.
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NAME OF TEACHER GRADE TAUGHT
li PERSONAL QUALITIES EXC VG G FR; PR. UNS;
1. Punctuality
2. Ability to meet people _____ _____ _____ ___ ____ _____
3. Self-Control and poise
_____ _____ _____ _____
4. Tactfulness
_________________________
5. Initiative and Originality
_____




9. Voice (including pronounciation,
enunciation, etc.)
m TEACHING QUALITIES
1. Mastery of the Subject Matter
2. Skill in Questioning ability
(including distribution of
questions)
3. Skill in making assignments
(recogruzing individual
differences and capacities)
4. Ability to WORK each member
of clas s
5. Ability to induce worth-while
activity
6. Patience and sympathy with
learners
7. Resourcefulness-inventiveness
in methods, device, etc,
8. Recognition of & attention to
IND. DIF.
9. Quality of English usage in
teaching
10. Attention to the English usage
of pupils
11. Ability to EXPLAIN-to make
pupils SEE IT
in«» MANAGEMENT QUALITIES
1. Economy in the use of time
TEACHER OBSERVATION SHEET - Continued
EXC VG G FR. PR. UNS;*
2. Ability to diagnose & correct
distracting class conditions
3. Ability to manage matters of
foutine
4. Ability to manage class
5. Ability to handle imusual or
emergency situations
6. Attention to physical conditions
of classroom
IV. PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
1. Spirit toward work
2. Interest in individued students
of class







NAME OF TEACHER GRADE TAUGHT
l. PERSONAL QUALITIES EXC VG G.* FR. PR. UNS.^
1. Punctueility
___ _____
2. Ability ot meet people
____ _____ ___
3. Self-Control and poise
_____ ____
4. Tactfulness
5. Initiative and Originality




9. Voice (including pronouncia-
tion, enunciation, etc.)
1 (TEACHING QUALITIES
1. Mastery of the Subject Matter
____ ___ ____ _____
2. Skill in Questioning Ability
(Including distribution of
questions]
3. SmU in making assignments
(recognizing individual diff¬
erences and capacities)
4. Ability to WORK each member
of class
5. Ability to induce worth-while
activity
6. Patience and sympathy with
learners
7. Resourcefulness-inventiveness
in methods, device, etc,
8. Recognition of & attention to
Ind. Dif.
9. Queility of English usage in
teaching
10, Attention to the English usage
of pupils
11. Ability to EXPLAIN-to make
pupils SEE IT
m. MANAGEMENT QUALITIES
1, Economy in the use of time
TEACHER OBSERVATION SHEET - Continued
EXC VG G FR PR UNS
2. Ability to diagnose & correct
distracting class conditions
3. Ability to manage mattersof
routine
4. Ability to manage class
5. Ability to handle unusual or
emergency situations
6. Attention to physical conditions
of classroom
IV. PROFESSIONAL, ATTITUDE
1. Spirit toward work
2. Interest in individual students
of clas s






Hoy Do You Rate Yourself?

































































__________ _____ _____ _____
Balanced program in
grade












Weak Fair Average Strong
Effective administrationwroutine
Good seating arrangements
6, TaHirai and Cooperation(a)The teacher is aware
of his professional res¬
ponsibilities and con¬
ducts himself at all times
as a professional leader
in the community(b)The teacher is a boos¬
ter of the school*s posi¬
tive features and seeks
to improve its over-all
program(c)The teacher seeks to
understand and become a
part of the total school
program, giving time,
talent and service with¬
out restraint or com¬
plaint(d)The teacher exercises
punctuality in all matters-
attendance at staff meetings,
arrival at school in the
morning, classroom pro¬
cedures, and execution of
all records and reports(e)The teacer refrians from
gossip and dissemination
of rumors which concern
staff, administration,
pupils, or other indivi¬
duals within the com-
mvinity.
GENERAL
what areas do you considee yourself especially strong?
Superior
In what areas do you consider yourself weak?
What do you suggest that the administration, staff or other
agencies do in order to help you overcome your weaknesses?
What recommendations do you have for our building meetings to
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